More flexible work practices, the rise of the part-time friendly services industry and more women in
the workforce have contributed to this and many prefer part-time arrangements. However I believe
this increased flexibility for employers and reduced worker pricing power are also factors for our
wages slump.
Overall we are in good shape however this underemployment issue and high house prices/debt are
keeping our hands in our pocket, with most of us focussing on debt repayment rather than spending.

The consistently “lucky country”
Not much to say here that hasn’t been in the press – we now have taken the record from the
Netherlands for having the longest period of non-recessionary growth (although same say Japan may
have beaten us). Importantly the big factor here is our relatively high population growth which helps
growth dramatically. The important measure of GDP is of course GDP growth per head where we don’t
fare as well. The importance is not to rest on our laurels but to build on the things that made us great,
rather than just relying on immigration and our abundant natural resources and beauty.

Brian Thomas
General Manager – Investment Services
Disclaimer: Please note that these are the views of the writer and not necessarily the views of Perennial Value.
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